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Autogrow eyes
European
expansion
Ag-tech specialist creates Netherlandsbased sales role to service expanding
customer base
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The ag-tech solutions specialist is looking
to appoint a sales director - Europe and
UK. Based in the Netherlands, the newly
created role will support Autogrow’s

and travel limitations likely to remain in
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establishing a local presence is the right

Among them is Van der Voort, a member
of the Prominent farming cooperative.
Van der Voort shares Autogrow's focus on
sustainable farming practices.
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“We have been growing tomatoes for over
50 years and technology has always played
a pivotal role in our success,” said Joost
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we are excited to be working together.”
Autogrow has also had assistance from
InnovationQuarter, the regional

Autogrow has been working closely with
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"The Netherlands, and Rotterdam – the
Hague area specifically – is the worldwide

regional economy.

centre of horticulture,” said Chris van
Voorden, head of internationalisation at
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